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Spoiler: five key Q&A
− What is going on?

∙ The perfect storm

− What is the issue? 
∙ Affordability due to scarcity

− What works and what does not work? 
∙ Spot market have worked well enough*, long-term markets never did

− What are the lessons for the future?
∙ Competitive bidding for long-term contracts for new entrants

∙ Consumer protection needed

− What to do and what not do to survive now?
∙ Don’t shoot the messenger



A brief story of TTF forward curves
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The perfect storm



What is the issue? 



What is the issue? Affordability due to scarcity



First aid: “rebalancing” income and bills
Attempts to capture inframarginal rents and redistribute them



June 10: Brussels completes the U-turn

“This [capturing of windfall profits] is a 
short-term relief [..] what is the 

problem is the structure of the market”

“This market system does not work 
anymore. We have to reform it. We 

have to adapt it to the new realities of 
dominant renewables”



What works and what does not work?
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What works? The spot markets

Source: ENTSO-E Transparency Platform                                                                                           *Data until September 21, 2022
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What does not work? Market incompleteness
•Past  ̴ investment issue in new generation
•Today  ̴ affordability issue for end users



What are the lessons for the future?
[Longer-term “permanent” 

improvements in power market design]



What to do with new access to the network?

Choices

Connection First-come-first 
serve

Auction for 
access

Exposure to 

the price risk Merchant
Auction for long-

term hedge



•Market-based “rebalancing” covering existing and 
new generation

Affordability options
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Energy crisis



What to do and what not do to 
survive now? 

[Short-term “temporary” measures]



• Is there another way to solve the affordability issue other than 
capturing “unexpected” income?
− It does not look like

• The largest profits are in the gas market
− Big issue: a large share of the “unexpected” 

income is made outside Europe
∙ Only way to capture: intervention in the gas market

• Potential interventions in the gas market:
1. Intervene in prices pipeline gas

2. Uniform gas price cap

• How to allocate the scarce gas?
− Not a new problem

What to do now to survive? 

Source: Natureneedsmore.org



• Harmful secondary effects, how to deal with:
− Optimal dispatch? Cross-border trade? 

− Unbalanced electricity and gas consumption? Find a way to reduce reduce
reduce demand

Why not to implicitly or explicitly 
regulate the electricity prices?

Less gas for
priority uses

Merely more 
expensive gas

€€€



Conclusions



Conclusions: five key Q&A
− What is going on?

∙ The perfect storm

− What is the issue? 
∙ Affordability due to scarcity

− What works and what does not work? 
∙ Spot market have worked well enough*, long-term markets never did

− What are the lessons for the future?
∙ Competitive bidding for long-term contracts for new entrants

∙ Consumer protection needed

− What to do and what not do to survive now?
∙ Don’t shoot the messenger


